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Treasure Hunt
Marvin:

Wow, Spike !!!
It sure is great….you asking me to come along on a real Treasure Hunt.
I mean WOW.
I didn’t know you were so EXPERIENCED an EXPLORER.

Spike:

UH-huh [ unfolds map]

Marvin:

WOW ….a REAL treasure hunt Spike ……Think of it !

Spike:

UH-huh [ turns map 180 degrees…ruffles it as though trying to read it ]

Marvin:

WOW, maybe we will get RICH & FAMOUS.

Spike:

UH-huh [refolds then wads up map.]

Marvin:

TV Crews will INTERVIEW us!
We can write books.

[ Marvin turns his back on Spike and does not see Spike put on his headphones; jumps
around with rhythm to his unheard music.]
Marvin:

We’ll be on TV.
We’ll have our own reality show.

Spike:

Uh-huh [ tosses map and be-bops away in the opposite direction from Marvin]

Marvin:

Hey, People will want my autograph.
We can buy a SPORTS CAR, trips to Disneyland,
We can afford to eat Pizza everyday.

Puppet #3:

[ Walks up on the back side of Marvin] HI MARVIN !

Marvin:

[ Jumps out of his skin]
YIKES !! Don’t scare me like that …..

Puppet #3:

What ja doin?

Marvin:

Me & Spike are going Treasure Hunting.
We’re gonna be FAMOUS.

Puppet #3:

Treasure Hunting, huh? So, like, where’s the map?

Marvin:

Spike has it.

Puppet #3:

Where’s Spike?

Marvin:

[ Runs away looking for Spike] Spike !!! Spike !!!

Puppet #3:

Truly boys and girls……the only way to find a treasure is to use the map.
The Lord Jesus Christ has a treasure for you and all you have to do is
Follow the Map, the Word of God, the Bible.

